
10 things  
sign makers  
can’t do in  
Adobe® Illustrator®



Most signage shops use Adobe® 
Illustrator® extensively to check and 
correct incoming files and to make 
jobs print ready. But Illustrator® 
lacks a lot of the dedicated 
functionality necessary to produce 
signage fast and efficient.

That’s where the i-cut Suite comes in: 
it’s a collection of software developed 
especially for the production of signs.

i-cut Suite helps users of large format 
digital printers and/or digital finishing 
systems streamline their production. 
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i-cut Preflight brings a simple PDF pre-
flighting solution for large format digital 
printing. Problems are reported automati-
cally, before going to print. 

There’s no need to go into Adobe® Illus-
trator® and lose time trying to figure out why 
the file will not print properly. i-cut Preflight 
will create a report automatically.

1. Preflight & edit incoming PDFs quickly

Edit text even when the font isn’t present 
on the system. Edit multipage PDFs, adjust 
bounding boxes, substitute low resolution 
images for others, convert RGB to CMYK or 
flatten automatically …

Advanced preflight features help streamline production.
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i-cut Layout offers a one stop solution for 
creating and cleaning cutting paths. More-
over, it is a lot easier and faster.

Specific tools allow you to create and clean 
up cutting contours, even on images. What 
takes hours of tedious and cumbersome 
work in Adobe® Photoshop® or Adobe® Illus-
trator®, can be done infinitely faster i-cut 
Layout.

2. Create cutting paths automatically

Stop wasting time with  
manual path creation.
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When the cut contour is exactly on the edge 
of the graphics, false registrations between 
print and cut can cause small white lines. 

With an automatic bleed generation tool 
this problem belongs to the past. 

This powerfull technology will even clone 
image pixels when there is no image data 
available outside the cut contour. 

3. Generate bleed automatically

Save time with automatic 
bleed creation.
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For banners, flags or other textile jobs, 
graphics often have to be extended to com-
pensate for deformation during print or to 
add a printed hem. 

With the ‘extend graphic’ function, this is 
easily done by mirroring the available infor-
mation, even for double sided graphics.

4. Extend your graphics 

Extend graphics fast and hassle-free.
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Manually adding marks (grommet marks, 
filename…) takes time and is error prove. 
i-cut Layout does it automatically.

5. Add grommet marks automatically
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Nesting rectangular shapes doesn’t nec-
essarily pose a big challenge, but manually 
removing double cuts is a waste of time. 

i-cut Layout removes double cuts and that 
speeds up cutting tremendously. 

6. Remove double cuts
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Nest any job in the most economical way: 
rectangular, true shapes, double sided jobs… 

An optimized nesting layout saves substrate 
and reduces production time. 

As opposed to most other software, i-cut 
Layout will nest the designs based on their 
true cut contours when working with irreg-
ular shapes.

7. Nest irregular shapes
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Not only does i-cut Layout look for the most 
economical layout, it also generates the back-
side automatically for double-sided jobs. 

Back and front designs will always be 
in sync without losing time trying to do it 
manually.

8. Nest double sided jobs automatically
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i-cut Layout is perfect for oversized jobs 
and billboards. 

Irregular tiles can be defined for special 
applications: exhibition booth corners, wall 
coverings, store displays...

Stored as templates these tiling schemes 
drastically shorten preparation time for 
future jobs. And, an assembly report facili-
tates the mounting.

9. Tile oversized jobs
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When everything is ready for production, 
i-cut Layout will create 2 files:

 • one for printing - a PDF - and 
 • one for cutting, containing all relevant 

cutting information.

i-cut Production Console makes sure that 
die-less cutting contours match the printed 
images perfectly. Often with other methods, 
slight distortions between printed graphics 
and contour cut may cause unacceptable 
results.

Using a camera i-cut Production Console 
registers the actual dimensions and posi-
tions of the graphics on the printed result. 
Then, finishing is adapted to the shape of 
the graphics. The result: a perfect cut image.

10. Send the job to the printer with cutting information
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Away with print problems!
PDF preflighting saves time and solves prob-
lems before it’s too late. Don’t waste time 
figuring out why certain PDF won’t print, just 
preflight them and fix it.

All in one
Creating cutting paths and bleeds, adding 
grommet marks, nesting and tiling. Do it all in 
one application. Don’t waste time switching 
between different pieces of software.

Always the most cost-
efficient layout
Different jobs call for different types of 
nesting. But i-cut Suite makes sure that you 
have the most cost efficient layout. It saves 
time and substrate.

Try it for free
Please visit www.esko.com/i-cutsuite or 
download a free trial! 

 | Want to know more about 
the i-cut Suite? 


